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Introducing Coleman-Mach Climate Control Accessories
Coleman-Mach Climate Control Accessories are designed to expand the use and function of Coleman-Mach
air conditioners and heat pumps. Now every owner of a Coleman-Mach air conditioner can enhance the
comfort and enjoyment they experience with continuing benefits to equipment longevity.

Coleman-Mach Branded Replacement
Air Filters

Easy to do, regular changes keep RV air quality up
to sniff and help Coleman-Mach air conditioning
and heat pumps operate efficiently.

Coleman-Mach brand air filters are in frames with
precision, press-fit alignment to Coleman-Mach
ducted and non-ducted ceiling assemblies; 90-day
use replacement suggested.
STANDARD filters
Mesh filter fabric captures large particles: lint and
pollen
MERV 6 rated filters
Woven filter fabric captures irritants such as lint,
household dust, pollen, dust mites, pet dander and
mold spores

Coleman-Mach Climate Control
Assemblies For Installed Air Conditioners

Coleman-Mach Accessories Bridge+ is the
integration unit that operates various ColemanMach climate conditioning assemblies, such as
electric heating elements and air purifiers.

Easily mount accessories that operate by the air
conditioner controls, such as the Air Purifier and
the AirSpace heater, into the air conditioner
through the return air opening after removing the
ceiling assembly.
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Col eman- Mach AI R PURI FI ER
The iWave-M is a compact ion-generating bar – the
same technology being used in hospitals and
schools – that emits positive and negative ions as
air flows past, purifying the air without creating
ozone or any harmful byproducts.

o Certified ozone free
o Effectively kills pathogens
o Perfect for occupiable spaces
o Operates with the air conditioner control
o Kills bacteria and virus spores
o Kills airborne mold
o Prevents odors (cooking, Pets, VOCs)
o Reduces static electricity
o Removes pet and cooking odors
o Controls allergens
o Keeps air conditioner coil cleaner

The Air Purifier
Assembly

The Air Purifier features the Accessories Bridge+
the iWave brand ion-emitting generator, the bar
and the fasteners.

Pitched fins on the heating
element tube create more
surface area that
increases heat transfer

Col eman- Mach AI RSPACE HEATER

The AirSpace Heater electric element heating tube
has pitched fins that move air across more surface
area to increase heat transfer.
o Quickly offsets room chill without the furnace
o Saves propane when shore power is available
o Adds warmth quickly and evenly

The AirSpace
Heater Assembly

o Operates quietly. Out of sight.

The AirSpace Heater features
the Accessories Bridge+ the electric tubular
sheath heating element and the fasteners

CLIMATE CONTROL ACCESSORIES
AIR FILTERS
9430-3441

Set of two MERV6 rated air filters for non-ducted ceiling assemblies

8430-3801

Set of two MERV6 rated air filters for ducted ceiling assemblies

9430-3092

Set of two Standard mesh air filters for non-ducted ceiling assemblies

8430-3692

Set of two Standard mesh air filters for ducted ceiling assemblies
AIR PURIFIERS
Accessories Bridge+ iWave-M Ion Generator

47233-4601

iWave-M Air purification system for low profile (Mach 8)

48203-4601

iWave-M Air purification system for medium profile (Mach 3, Mach 10, and Mach 15)
AIRSPACE HEATER
Accessories Bridge+ Electric Heating Element

9233A4552

Electric Heating Element for low profile (Mach 8)

47233-4552

Electric Heating Element for medium profile (Mach 3, Mach 10, and Mach 15)

